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Enabling people to positively change their reality and unlock their potential

Dear Human,

We thank you for your interest in applying for Sikkitik Team, but we urge you to read the guide presented
here for you to understand what drives the people working for Sikkitik to work for it, your role and
responsibilities in the team, and the value offered to you by Sikkitik.

Sikkitik is not a typical business platform that addresses certain challenges of a business environment.
Sikkitik is a mindset, lifestyle, and way of thinking utilized to positively change the society and people’s lives
through creating an active business community that contributes to building the society it belongs to,
enables people to unlock their potential, and drives economic and social change to where it operates.

For achieving Sikkitik Mission, we must first establish its solid backbone; Sikkitik Team. Sikkitik Team is
exclusive for the people who are vision, value, and change driven. We focus on bringing in open-minded,
professional, and high potential people together to offer the lead by example to the business community,
society, and people. We encourage students, young professionals, and businesspeople from all genders
and backgrounds who want to unlock their potential, drive change, and impact people to join our team.

Sincerely,

Talal Al Jadi
Founder & CEO
Sikkitik
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Introduction

Sikkitik is designed to deliver quality and excellence in all its offerings and the way it conducts business with
internal and external parties. The first testimony of Sikkitik’s quality is delivering on the expected value
from Sikkitik Conference through Sikkitik Mentorship, Community, and Code of Conduct.

We are required to invest a tremendous amount of time and effort to deliver on such value to all the
internal and external parties who are participating at Sikkitik Conference. We do not offer a financial
compensation for our team members. We offer a valuable business experience, an access to a wide
network of business individuals and institutions, and a recognition amongst the business community. If you
are seeking this and more, we are delighted to have you onboard should you satisfy the requirements and
complete our enrollment process.

Responsibilities

Working for Sikkitik Conference will require you to put a significant amount of time and effort for the day
to day work and abide by deadlines, and more importantly, Sikkitik’s values, ethics, and professional
standards. You are expected to:
▪

Take initiatives and have valuable input in the business decisions

▪

Deliver assignments and tasks at the highest quality on pre-agreed deadlines

▪

Adhere to Sikkitik’s professional, quality, and ethical standards

▪

Be a humble and an open-minded person who respects others’ opinions and backgrounds

▪

Be able to work in a flat organization and cross-functional team

▪

Believe in people and youth empowerment, diversity, gender equality, and feminism
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Benefits

Sikkitik offers its team members a long-term value through an extensive practical experience where
individuals take a critical role in the business decisions and practice business in a supportive professional
environment. While you will not be offered a financial compensation, you will:
▪

Develop an extensive set of technical and interpersonal skills through building a business from the
ground up and communicating with and managing business partners

▪

Get an access to a wide network of the business value chain, including talent, investors, businesses,
institutions, and regulators

▪

Participate in critical business decisions and finalizing Sikkitik Services; Sikkitik Mentorship,
Community, and Code of Conduct

▪

Work with like-minded people in a supportive environment that enables its members to grow and
unlock their potential

▪

Drive change to the business community, society, and people by leveling their professional
standards and enabling businesses to contribute in the development of the society and people
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Enrollment Process

To ensure a supportive and healthy work environment that enables its members to learn, grow, and achieve
their goals together, we have constructed an enrollment process that certifies our applicants and
guarantees that qualified people will get their fair chance in joining Sikkitik Team. To join our team:
▪

Submit your interest and resume through sikkitik.com

▪

Should your application satisfy our internal requirements, and within two weeks from submitting
your application, you will be (sequentially):

▪

−

Receiving an introductory phone call

−

Requested to submit an assignment within a specific deadline

−

Invited for the final round’s interview

Should you complete the application process, you will receive the final decision within two weeks
of completing it
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